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Supertouring through the US South 
TWENTY top-selling Australian travel agents have returned from an exclusive 11-day tour of the United 

States’ Southern States, courtesy of Globus family of brands’ annual Supertour, where the group experienced 
five cities across four states and enjoyed an array of authentic Southern experiences along the way. 

Highlights included exploring the Magnificent Mile on Michigan Ave in Chicago; panoramic views of 
Missouri’s St Louis - 630 feet up; discovering first-hand why 
Nashville is renowned as the “Country Music Capital of the 
World”; taking a sneak peek into the home of the late king 
of rock and roll, Elvis Presley; as well as kicking back at a 
garden party-themed gala night in New Orleans.

The 2019 edition was yet another successful Supertour, 
with one of the agents noting “it was the best trip I’ve ever 
had in my nine years as an agent”.

Another observed “I have been on a few top achievers’ 
trips and this was by far the most organised, welcoming, 
informative and fun”, while another enthused “not only 
did we feel rewarded by achieving the trip, but we were 
continually rewarded along the way. At every opportunity 
we were made to feel special. Having never travelled myself 
with GFOB, it has made me want to travel more with the 
brand myself and continue to recommend to my clients”.

This could be you next year - don’t forget all Globus, Cosmos, Avalon Waterways and 
Monograms passengers booked from 01 Mar 2019 count towards Supertour 2020.

HONKY Tonks in Nashville.

GEARING up for 
all of the fun of the 
New Orleans Gala.

CATCHING a 
baseball game 
in Memphis.

PADUCAH Moonshine tasting.TAKING in all of the sights in Chicago.

THE NOLA School of Cooking in New Orleans.

THE Rendezvous BBQ.

Wed 19th June 2019

THE group meeting The King 
at Graceland in Memphis.

JUMPING aboard an iconic 
swamp boat tour in New Orleans.
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